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The formation of ice on surfaces of technical devices or transportation vehicles can

lead to several problems like reduced functionality, reduced energy efficiency and

operational safety. As known de-icing methods require a high amount of energy or

environmentally harmful chemicals, research lately focused on passive de-icing by

functional surfaces with reduced ice adhesion (de-icing) or reduced formation of it

(anti-icing). Inspired by the Lotus-plant leaf from nature, such a “super-hydrophobic”

surface can be produced by the combination of micro-structures and a hydrophobic

surface coating. By a hot stamping process we have generated micro-structures on

PU films which were afterwards coated with fluorocarbons or silicones by PECVD

processes. With a thin film by a PECVD process it is possible to adjust the surface

chemistry while retaining the important surface micro-structure at the same time.

An important issue during ice formation is the heat transfer. Therefore, simulations of

the heat transfer through the interface between a water drop and a functional surface

are made. Different surfaces (flat / differently micro-structured) with and without

plasma-coatings are modeled and the simulations are compared to experiments. The

polymer surface varies in dependence of differently shaped and sized

micro-structures and plasma-coatings. The water-polymer-contact-area additionally

depends on the wetting state (Wenzel, Cassie-Baxter, or a mixed state), and the

wetting state is influenced by other factors such as the drop volume or the impact

speed of a water drop. The plasma-coating itself allows to lower the freezing point of

water. By additionally minimizing the contact area and therefore impeding the heat

transfer at the interface, a water drop is prevented from efficiently transferring its

latent heat (crystallization energy) and therefore its freezing is delayed.
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